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CRADLE TO GRAVE
Many businesspeople want to be in the business of dentistry. As a field, dentists are high-income
professionals. This naturally makes dentists a target for a whole raft of other enterprises designed to make
it easy for you to part with your legitimately gotten gains.
Dwelling in the top 5% (or higher) of the tax-bracket in Canada will afford a dentist this very unwelcome
privilege. As a CEO I see it myself, most people would not believe the tenacity of pitches and the
audacity of solicitation that I am subjected to daily. When the pandemic hit, many workers were forced
into these tertiary fields, and I still believe that many are yet to pull themselves back out. I need not
remind my audience of the struggles in the current labor market.
From the time a dentist first graces the halls of university until the day that retirement is realized, an overly broad
spectrum of service offerings both personal and professional will be continually canvassed to them. Some companies
are well suited to offer such services, and they provide them ethically and professionally.
Banks, law firms, chartered accountants and
Insurance agents come to mind. The begging (that
is not a typo), the middle and then the end of your
income producing years is what they want to be
a part of. It is profitable! Most have a purposeful
cradle-to-grave offering that adds value
throughout your business ownership lifecycle.
Not all are as well-equipped….
To name a few:
• Consultants (they come in many forms)
• Some Appraisers and Brokers (but not our firm!)
• Dental Industry dealers and sales reps.
There are so many!
• Career coaches
And a multitude of others come to mind.
Some of us are hyper-specialized and are exclusively suited to serve you - at a specifically defined juncture in your professional life.
As mentioned above, many others are distinctly capable of serving your needs from the beginning to the end. Know the difference please.
My readers should appreciate that I am privy to the P&L statements of countless DPC’s daily. Without breaking a shred of confidence, I am
continually appalled by some of the discretionary spending flowing out these tightly held corporations.
Our firm is not a cradle to grave service offering. Never has been and never will be. We offer specialist appraisal services when the value
of a professional practice needs to be known. For most practice owners that happens once or twice in your ownership cycle. Absolutely we
maintain relationships that spans decades. I am fortunate enough to have met some loyal friends and mentors in my role as a broker. What is
key to note however, these relationships are not rent seeking, and that is the way I like it.
There are too many Gurus’ pursuing your dollars. I have witnessed far too many self-proclaimed, self-appointed experts offering cradle-tograve services because they are after an income serving all the various cycles of your career. Enough!
Guard your expenditures.
Watch out for those who say they can hold your hand from beginning to
end, even though they are ideally suited and hyper-specialized to contribute
at an extremely specific point. They should know their core competency and
level of expertise and then refer you elsewhere when they are not capable.
Sound familiar?
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My father once told me that a cradle-to-grave business model is like putting
funeral homes in charge of birth control pills. He is with me now, at my lake
house for the summer. I love him.
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Jack’s and Jill’s of all trades are everywhere. Their proficiency seems to be
in getting hard working professionals to part with their hard-earned money.
Please, do not be a target.

Timothy A, Brown,
FRI, CEO & Broker of
Record

